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Changes for d-Analyzer for BusinessVision 4.50 

This version introduces the “Inventory Planning Summary”.  This new grid combines SO and PO lines into a 

complete set of records that takes into account when order lines are required by customers and when 

purchase order lines are expected to be received. 

This high level grid is designed to allow planning based on when items are needed and not only when 

inventory requirements are satisfied in total.  In dynamic inventory centric environments this can be extremely 

important.  Used effectively this report can be used to increase fulfilment and hence positively affect cash 

flow. 

Note that due to the nature of this report certain columns are locked in place and cannot be moved out of the 

grid.  This is intentional in order to maintain the meaningfulness of totals in the grid (minimally these totals 

must be by part number in order to effectively merge sales order and purchase order lines). 

Note also that this grid works with BusinessVision data OR BVEssentials data if BVEssentials is installed and 

used to manage order information. 

 

 

Changes for d-Analyzer for BusinessVision 4.00 

This new version is a significant one – adding PO detail and summary, Purchase Analysis detail and summary 

and the inventory master file.  There are also changes and enhancements to SO’s and SA detail and summary 

modules.  Many of these changes are a result of customer feedback.  Thank you for helping us make d-

Analyzer a better product! 
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ADDITIONS TO EXISTING MODULES 

A number of enhancements and changes have been made to the existing sales analysis and sales orders details 

and summary. 

1 – ADDRESS DETAILS IN SALES ANALYSIS AND SALES ORDERS 

Both the sales analysis and sales orders details and summary forms have customer address lines included.  

Note that these are current relative to the state of the customer module.  These fields can be useful when 

contacting clients (or for label generation or other purposes). 

 

Note that “City”, “Postal” and “Province” were already available for reporting in both “Current” and “at time 

of invoice” forms. 

2 – ADDITIONAL REFERENCE IN SALES ANALYSIS SUMMARY AND DETAIL 

In previous versions the secondary order entry reference number was not included in the sales analysis grids 

(but was in the sales order processing grids).  The reference number is now included in both sales orders and 

sales analysis. 
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3 – CURRENT TERRITORY AND SALESPERSON 

We’ve had lots of requests for the territory and salesperson codes from the customer module.  Territory and 

salesperson are currently available based on the territory or salesperson associated with the sales order or 

invoice.  Based on turnover and changes in staff, or because a current sales person is assigned existing orders 

and invoices it is sometime important to look at the current sales person or territory. 

This can be complex when ship to codes are used because in addition to the invoice or order territory or 

salesperson there are two additional current codes (one territory and sales person for the “main” customer 

and one sales person and territory for the ship to customer). 

In d-Analyzer version 4.xx you can see all of this information and decide which is appropriate for a given report 

grid. 

 

In the above example an item was sold to a ship to account (MCTOR) or a main account (MASTERELEC).  At the 

time of the sale the territory code and sales person (Territory and Salesperson) were “HA1” and 

“0000000005”.  Currently the sales person and territory for the main account (MASTERELEC) are 

“0000000010” and “RR1” (represented by the fields “Salesperson Current” and “Territory Current”).  Also 

currently – the ship to account’s (MCTOR) sales person and territory are “0000000009” and “WA1” (as 

represented by the fields “Ship To Territory Current” and “Ship To Salesperson Current”). 

4 – CUSTOMER HOLD STATUS IN ORDER ENTRY AND SALES ANALYSIS 

There are occasions where knowing the current state of a customer account (on hold or not on hold) is 

important.  Accordingly we have added a field in both sales orders and sales history to indicate if a customer 
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account is currently on hold.  This not only applies to the “main” customer account but also to the ship to 

accounts. 

Two fields have been added to reflect this status.  They are called “Customer On Hold” and “Ship To On Hold” 

which are the hold statuses of the “main” and ship to accounts respectively. 

 

5 – UPC CODES IN SALES ORDERS AND SALES ANALYSIS 

Based on requests we have added the UPC code of the item being ordered or sold.  This can sometimes be 

important for ordering product (or even identifying specific items sold). 

 

The field name assigned to this field is “UPC Alternate”.  Note also that this is a “current” value per the state of 

inventory.  If UPC codes are updated they are reflected in sales order and sales analysis report grids.  “UPC 

Alternate” is also provided in the new provided modules (PO’s, Purchase Analysis and Inventory). 

 

6 – BACKORDER SELL PRICE TOTAL 

Based on requests we have added a field in the sales analysis and sales order report grids (detail and 

summary) for extending the value of backorders.  The field is called “BO Sell Price Total”.  The field is provided 

for an interesting purpose.  Often you may want to know what the value of items you could not ship at time of 

invoice, or the value of items you cannot currently ship (for existing orders).  Some businesses track this value 

rigorously as this is lost opportunity for sales revenue. 
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7 – SWITCHING TO BUSINESSVISION’S ORDER FILE WHEN BVESSENTIALS IS INSTALLED. 

 

There are some occasions when you do not want d-Analyzer to use the BVEssentials order file.  This can occur 

when using the BVEssentials production manager or when you would simply prefer that d-Analyzer show 

orders from within BusinessVision (instead of BVEssentials). 

d-Analyzer automatically uses the BVEssentials order file when the presence of the \BVEssentials directory is 

detected.  This will be the case in each data directory when BVEssentials is in use.  For example; 

 

In order to force d-Analyzer to not use BVEssentials data you can insert a presence file into the data directory. 

This can be done before running d-Analyzer for the first time, or after the fact if a company has already been 

used with d-Analyzer. 

The name of the file is dABVNo.BVE.  You create this file in the company directory where the BusinessVision 

data files reside.  To create this file simply navigate to the directory (it may be on a network drive), right click 

and select “New, Text document”. 

Change the name of the newly created document to “dABVNo.BVE”. 
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Note that you might need to enable the ability to see file extensions in order to complete this step. 

When a directory contains a BVEssentials directory and a file (dABVNo.BVE) the company is seen by 

BVEssentials as a non-BVEssentials company directory. 

 

NEW MODULES 

Our goal is to enhance d-Analyzer to provide the maximum amount of functionality possible.  This involves 

adding and improving existing features.  Arguably though – the most functionality we can provide comes in 

the form of additional modules (BusinessVision files).  In the version 4.xx release we have added purchase 

orders, purchase analysis (detail and summary modules) and a details module for inventory. 

IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT PURCHASE ORDER GRIDS 

REMAINING QUANTITY 

Purchase orders are similar in structure to sales orders but are used for purchasing rather than for processing 

sales.  Because of this – and differences in processing purchase orders there are a number of different field 

calculations available in d-Analyzer for purchase orders. 

 

Notice in the above example that you can use a field that extends the value of a line on a purchase order 

based on remaining quantity.  That means that the “Rem. Cost Price Total”  field disregards the amount 

received so far and only considers costs for items you have yet to receive. 

This can be important for cash flow purposes.  Items you have not received, but expect to receive will 

generate debt.  “Remaining” fields in purchase order processing help you manage this value distinctly from the 

initial PO quantity ordered. 

The summary grid provides for similar functionality. 
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Here we can see that 52 EQ-1245’s were ordered for June (which might be useful to know) but we are only 

expecting the remaining 46 to arrive.  Remaining fields extend unit values and cost based on what was 

ordered minus what has been received so far. 

SHIP TO IN PURCHASE ORDERS 

In many businesses purchase orders are shipped to the purchasing company and products are sold centrally 

from that location.  In some cases alternate ship addresses are used (e.g. drop shipments from a vendor to a 

customer or alternate location).  In these case the ship to information can be used in the PO detail and 

summary grids. 

 

Notice also that you can group by any of these fields in order to quickly view purchase orders that will be 

shipped to locations other than the company’s location. 
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BUYER FIELD 

While sales orders can be grouped and totalled based on sales person and territory, purchase orders can be 

totalled based on buyer (in addition to many other fields).  The buyer is retrieved from the purchase order 

header.  It can be used to allow buyers to focus on incoming purchases for category or specific item purchases. 

 

 

PO STATUS 

When looking at purchase orders with d-Analyzer it is important to remember that the PO’s “status” is 

relevant.  This is partially reflected in the “received” quantities of a PO. 
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An “Okay” purchase order has been created but not issued and printed.  An “Issued” purchase order has been 

printed and is awaiting receipt of inventory.  A PO in “Received” status has either been partially or fully 

received but not closed.  Depending on the information you are looking for the distinction between a partially 

and fully received PO can be important.  The use of grouping, sorting and filtering on PO status can helpful 

when designing reports for these purposes. 

Remember also that a PO that has been fully received and closed, or partially received and closed, is no longer 

stored in the PO module.  Closed PO’s are analyzed using the purchase analysis module of d-Analyzer.  As a 

general rule, you would use PO’s for analyzing the current state of purchases (what’s coming for purchase 

orders and historical trends in pricing and unit purchases for purchase analysis). 

 

IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT PURCHASE ANALYSIS 

Purchases that are completed are stored in purchase analysis.  Essentially these are “closed” PO’s.  A purchase 

order does not have to be fully received to be closed.  You cannot change a PO once it’s been closed.  Closed 

purchase orders store information about previous purchases (in terms of amounts and pricing for previous 

purchases). 

Analyzing purchasing can be extremely useful to a business.  Often it is the effective and timely purchasing of 

merchandise that can determine a healthy profit margin versus a low profit margin.  Buying in quantity and 

negotiating discounts with vendors is often only possible once you know how much of an item you might sell 

in a given period.  Moreover – knowing at a glance how much you paid for stock from vendors in the past can 

be crucially important in determining future effective buying habits. 
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COST PRICE TOTAL 

Because closed purchase orders can no longer be received against, the cost price total is extended based on 

the “Receive to date” quantity rather than the order quantity.  This is intentional since you usually want to 

perform analysis on what you received and not on what you ordered. 

 

Both the initial order quantity and the received to date quantities are available in purchase analysis grids.  

Sometimes this is quite useful.  For example, you might want to review all scenario’s where you were short 

shipped (for example for specific items or from specific vendors).    This can help you find specific problems in 

a business.  For example – it’s great when a vendor offers you a fantastic price.  It’s not great when they 

cannot fulfil your inventory requirements (where a higher price from a different vendor might have been fine 

had you been able to get the inventory when you needed it).  This scenario is where field to field comparisons 

can be very useful. 

 

To perform a field to field comparison simple click on the filter icon in the row header and choose “Custom”.  

In the above example you can review all PO’s where the PO was closed but not all inventory was received. 

 

COST PRICE TOTAL CALCULATIONS 

It is important to note that the cost price total fields take into account header percentages discounts offered 

by vendors.  You can see this more clearly if you include the header discount percentage in reports – like the 

following. 
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Notice that the items cost $100 each but that there was a discount on the purchase order offered from the 

vendor of %10.  This resulted in a total cost price of $180 for 2 of these items. 

 

ADDITIONAL COSTS 

d-Analyzer can be extremely useful for researching and determining historical costs.  Remember though that 

other issues can affect the cost of items purchased.   In some businesses shipping and additional landed costs 

can significantly affect the cost of items.  Remember that order total shipping is not factored into cost price 

total fields (it’s value can apply disproportionately to various lines).  Remember to always look at the value of 

inventory through the d-Analyzer inventory module as the cost values there factor in some of these important 

additional costs (that occur after or in addition to the PO receiving process). 
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IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT INVENTORY 

d-Analyzer introduces an inventory module in version 4.xx.  The inventory module is based on inventory 

records and their values.  Accordingly the d-Analyzer inventory module is a details-only module.  The reason 

this module was introduced was to deal with the hundreds of different inventory reports and report variations 

that are often necessary to manage inventory effectively.  While BusinessVision includes more than 20 

different inventory reports there are hundreds (or more) different types of reports that companies need in 

order to manage inventory.  Moreover these reports vary dramatically from company to company. 

d-Analyzer provides a large number of pertinent fields and field total calculations from which a virtually 

unlimited number of reports can be created.  This – combined with all the power of grid filtering, sorting, 

grouping and the use of saved layouts makes for a very easy to use and powerful reporting engine. 

 

YTD UNIT AND DOLLAR TOTALS 

All this year (TY), last year (LY) and next year (NY) values are available for reports. Often though you only need 

totals for comparative purposes.  In addition to individual months, values (units and dollars) totals are also 

provided.  They are; 

[LY] $ Sales, [LY] Unit sales,  

[TY] $ Sales, [TY] Unit sales,  

[NY] $ Sales, [NY] Unit sales 

 

These fields are ideal for comparing values like the current on-hand amount to the sales for the entire current 

and last year.  Often this is a good metric for determining if you are over or under stocked on particular items. 

 

 

BOOLEAN FIELDS (FOR REPORTING AND CRITERION) 
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There are a number of “flag” fields on inventory records that are important for various uses.  Some of these 

are included in BusinessVision inventory reports but not all – and in d-Analyzer these fields can be used for 

filtering, sorting, grouping or combinations of the same.  You can also use these fields in combination with 

other fields.  For example, perhaps you need a report that shows all items that allow returns where the 

quantity to order is less than or equal to zero (for potential returns). 

 

 

 

REQUIRED QUANTITY 

One of the primary requirements of inventory is determine what needs to be ordered.  This can be 

complicated because you need to determine what’s on-hand, on-order, committed and backordered.  

Moreover you may need to take into account minimum stock levels and minimum buy amounts.  d-Analyzer 

provides a field for this called “Required quantity”. 

The required quantity is calculated as; 

(onhand qty + purchase qty) – (committed + backorder + re-order point).  If the required quantity is less than 

the minimum buy quantity than the value is the minimum buy quantity. 

Required quantity can be a great tools for determining what needs to be ordered on a daily, weekly and 

monthly basis.  Remember that this field relies on accurate order, purchase order and re-order point (ROP) 

information. 
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INVENTORY TYPE 

The inventory type field is useful for quickly grouping into the different types of inventory BusinessVision 

offers; 

 

Inventory types are as follows; 

 Normal item 

 Raw material 

 Kitted 

 Manufactured 

 Non inventory item  
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COMPARING FIELDS TO  OTHER FIELDS 

One option that can be quite useful is the ability to compare fields in the details and summary grids.  In the 
details grids you can do this using the option to compare field values.  To do this click the pen icon in the filter 
editor. 
 

 

Next select the comparison field from the drop down list. 

 

You can now get a grid listing of all items where the onhand quantity is less than the ROP field. 

 

USEFUL REPORT TYPES 

There are many types of reports that are useful and can be easily created using the d-Analyzer inventory 

module.  Below is a short list of useful report types that are already being used by other customers. 

 Product category listings 
Many reports make sense when grouped or filter by product category.  This is often the case when different staff in a 

company are individually managing purchasing in different categories. 

 

 On-hold stock listing 
Sometimes you need to a review a list of only those items that are on hold (for example in order to determine if those items 

should be replaced or deleted. 

 

 Comparative reports (purchase cost versus replacement costs) 
One important metric in inventory centric businesses is the comparison between the value paid for inventory and the 

replacement cost (current cost) for inventory.  Using the average cost total and current cost total you can quickly see this 

information.  This kind of information is not only predictive for the future but meaningful for insurance and valuation 

purposes. 
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 Required quantity reports 

 

 Top selling items reports / low performing items 

 

 Opportunity reports 
You may have situations where you have a great selling item, but no stock to sell.  One way to see this is to compare the TY 

unit sales to the on-hand quantities. 

 

 
 
Notice in this example that we are sorting by TY Unit sales so we see highly successful items first.  We can then compare 

this to the current on-hand value.  If the item is highly successful but we have little or none we can react.  We also include 

the date added field to determine how long the item has been available for sale as this might inform our decisions. 
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 Activity items report 
Sometimes it’s useful to have a list of items that have been active over the last few days (or weeks, or months).  This may 

be because you need to review quantities, or because inventory has been received and should be distributed. 

 

There are hundreds and hundreds of different types of reports that can be created using the “More 

criteria” option, grid filtering, grid sorting, grouping, field to field comparisons and other grid related tools.  

The key here is to use your imagination and the tools made available by d-Analyzer.  For more information 

on these tools and how to use them see the d-Analyzer manual or the video’s provided at 

www.geminilogic.com. 

 

 

http://www.geminilogic.com/

